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AI as a force for good
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“The science company [] has 
begun a program designed to 

make artificial intelligence 
systems better at detecting lung 

cancer warning signs … by 
assessing medical images. ”

“[A] British drug discovery 
company [] has produced the first 

precision engineered drug 
produced with the aid of artificial 
intelligence. The medicine is now 
set to commence clinical trials.“

“A research team have put in 
place an artificial intelligence 
system to detect low glucose 

levels via an electrocardiogram 
readout … [t]his [] obviates the 
need for a blood test [and] is 
effective for the detection of 

diabetes.”

Current Health, Mayo Clinic 
launch AI-based COVID-19 

detection collaboration



AI as a force for good
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Accessibility

Climate Change, Conservation and the 
Environment

World Hunger

Human Rights

Fight Fake News

Education

Healthcare

Resilience



AI as a force for bad
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“Clearview AI, devised a 
groundbreaking facial recognition 
app … [its] backbone is a database 
of more than three billion images 
that Clearview claims to have 
scraped from Facebook, 
YouTube, Venmo and millions of 
other websites…

… [it] could end your ability to walk 
down the street anonymously…

…more than 600 law enforcement 
agencies have started using 
Clearview in the past year… ”



… it gets worse…
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… and now the lawsuits…
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… and investigations
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Leveraging AI for social engineering
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“…She was connected to a deputy assistant secretary of 
state, a senior aide to a senator and the economist [ ], who 
is being considered for a seat on the Federal Reserve…”



• On April 28, the Department of the Treasury 
and the Small Business Administration said 
they will no longer accept Paycheck 
Protection program loan applications 
prepared by robotic process automation 
(RPA) systems.

• SBA noted that the use of robotic process 
automation burdens the E-Tran system. 
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“Without RPAs, the loan processing system will be more reliable, accessible, and equitable for 
all small businesses”

AI under the microscope
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AI under the microscope



How AI works
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How AI works
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• AI as we are currently using it represents the next generation of big data analytics

• Big data analytics relies on two key components:
– Accumulation of big data sets 

+
– Availability of cheap computing power

Data 
collection Storage Processing 

& Analytics
Output & 
Reporting
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• How does AI change the approach?

– Switch from command-driven analytics…
• Need to know desired output 
• Need to write commands for desired output

– …to model-driven analytics
• Machine determines the output
• Machine develops model to achieve that output

Command Data Action

Input Output

Data Model Action

Input OutputLearning

How AI works
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• Interconnected “neurons” perform discrete data-
related tasks, such as recognizing something or creating
associations between information

Artificial “Neural Networks” 

• Multiple layers of neural networks can perform more complex 
tasks and learn from mistakes over time in order to
produce results with increasing accuracy and precision 

“Deep Learning” 

Advanced AI/ML
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Implementing an AI/ML model

“Scrub” the data

Break the data into “training” and “test” portions (such as a 70/30 split)

Select suitable “algorithms” (e.g., statistical formulas)

Configure the algorithm “hyperparameters” to reduce errors

Train a “decision model” that accurately predicts results

1

2

3

4

5



Dev Environment

SaaS / AI Engine
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Putting it all together

Trained model

Data feed 
(Training dataset)

Untrained Model 
(Algorithms)

Development

Transformed data
(Scrubbed data)

Derived Data
(Output)

Trained model

Training
Deployment
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Understanding AI challenges

Technical Bias refers to a gap 
between a predicted value 
and actual value—such as 
where errors tend to skew in 
a certain direction

Variance refers to how 
concentrated or scattered the 
predicted values are

Legal Bias refers to a decision that 
discriminates based on association 
with a legally-protected class (race, 
religion, gender, age, sexual 
preference)

AI using data associated with a 
protected-class can easily produce 
outcomes that are:

• Mathematically right

• But legally wrong

Bias

Variance
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• AI is changing computing in increasingly material ways

Life and Death Decision-Making 

Autonomous vehicles; diagnose diseases based on symptoms, lab results and medical imaging 

Replacing Human Work Functions

E.g., approve or deny credit applications, detect fraud, identify prospective customers, manage financial risk

Personal Assistants

Hi, Siri… Google uses deep learning for voice and image recognition

Experiments and games

IBM's Deep Blue famously beat Garry Kasparov at chess, becoming the first computer to defeat a human world champion

Increasing reliance on AI



AI Laws
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• No clear legal standard across all AI

• Over 40 bills that address AI have been introduced in Congress                                
(more at state level)

• Legislators and regulators reluctant to act fast: don’t want to stymie                      
use or development of AI

• Opted for principals, guidance, statements  

• Most experts believe the laws already in place for human activity that AI replaces 
can equally apply to developing technologies

Law governing evolving AI technology is unsettled

Current Legal Framework 
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Liability challenge – Man v. Machine

Evolving duty of 
care for humans 
related to AI 

Machine is actor 
or “decision 
maker” 

Focused on human 
operation and 
conduct

Duty of care built on 
known standards

Build on concepts 
of agency, control, 
and foreseeability

Inputs known, 
controlled for, and 
can be disclosed

Unforeseeable 
injury or damages

Numerous 
autonomous inputs, 
control is spread out
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Liability challenge – who is at fault?

If an algorithm or machine makes a “decision” that causes harm, who is 
liable?  The law looks to persons behind the scene.           

AI Designer / 
Developer

AI designed to be 
completely in control?

Harm caused by defect 
attributable to design of 

product? 

Is product 
unreasonably 
dangerous?

AI Manufacturer / 
Seller

AI designed according 
to specifications?

Clear instructions 
provided related to 
product operation?

Harm foreseeable?

AI Purchaser / 
User

User control the 
product, assisted by 

AI?

Product being used as 
intended?

Harm caused based on 
user error?
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Case Study:  matched by design
Key Facts:
• Social media platform utilizes AI that allows advertisers to 

micro-target the network’s users based on interests, city, 
age, and other demographic information.

• Advertisers may also exclude people who were classified 
as "non-American-born," "non-Christian" or "interested in 
Hispanic culture," as well as those “based on ZIP code.”

Scenario 1:  Advertiser selling 
children’s books ads were only 
shown to people who AI identified 
as being parents under the age 
of 40, searching child related 
retail sites, and interested in 
books.  

Scenario 2:  Advertiser selling 
rental property in exclusive area 
ads were only shown to people 
who AI identified as looking for 
new homes, interested in 
business, and living in certain zip 
codes. Ads not shown to people 
in other zip codes.    

Historic 
Reactions

Demographics
Keyword 
Searches

Targeted 
consumer



• “Digital Redlining” – disparate impact based on decision making that is 
biased (creates or perpetuates inequality)

– E.g., HUD Charges Social Media and Technology Company, Facebook, With Housing 
Discrimination Over Company’s Targeted Advertising Practices (March 28, 2019).
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Algorithm

Case Study: risk of legal bias

Data [name; age; gender; zip code; 
education; financial history]

Approved

Denied
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Case Study:  Face Facts 

Key Facts:
• Designer developed app that uses facial recognition 

technology to map the faces of people.
• Licenses access to this information to law enforcement, 

individuals, and private businesses.
• End user uploads photo, and AI scans millions of photos 

screen scrapped from various social media platforms.

photo courtesy of http://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/ny-edit-
face-facts-20190520-svpau43vyrgvpkembegbtnimgq-story.html

Scenario 1:  Police use AI 
technology to identify the man 
on a surveillance camera they 
suspect of wrongdoing, it 
identifies the man, police arrest 
him, turns out the AI was 
wrong.  

Scenario 2:  Employer uses 
technology as an added 
screening measure in hiring 
process, it returns several 
comprising photos that causes 
the employer not to hire the 
person.  



Developing AI standards
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NIST - Plan for AI 
Standards (July 2019)

NIST - Exploring AI 
Trustworthiness (Aug. 

2019)

NIST - Four Principles 
of Explainable AI 
(Draft, Aug 2020)
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Developments in the US
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Development of Industry Standards

To be 
continuously 

evaluated and 
addressed 
throughout 

the AI 
system’s life 

cycle

Human 
agency and 

oversight

Technical 
robustness 
and safety

Privacy and 
data 

governance

Transparency
Diversity, non-
discrimination 
and fairness

Societal and 
environmental 

wellbeing

Accountability E.C. AI Ethics Guidelines
Figure 2 

Interrelationship of the seven 
requirements: all are of equal 
importance, support each other, 
and should be implemented and 
evaluated throughout the AI 
system’s lifecycle



FTC: Big Data 
(Jan. 2016)

FTC Using AI and 
Algorithms
(Apr. 2020)

White House AI 
Principles (Jan. 

2020)
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Developments in the US



DOD AI Strategy 
(2018)

FINRA - AI in the 
Securities Industry 

(June. 2020)

FDA: AI in Medical 
Devices

(Apr. 2019)
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Developments in the US



E.C. AI Ethics 
Guidelines (Apr. 2019)

E.C. Whitepaper on AI 
(Feb. 2020)

Assessment List for 
Trustworthy AI (Jul. 

2020)
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Developments in the EU



Human bias and 
discrimination in AI 

(Jun. 2019)

Explaining decision 
made with AI 
(Dec. 2019)

AI and data protection 
(Jul. 2020)
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Developments in the UK
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Conceptual approach

Principals
Policies

Standards
Regulation

We are here 
(probably)

• Work in progress
• Do’s and Don’ts
• Explainable AI

• Legal norms
• Due care
• Negligence
• Product liability• Technical norms

• Due diligence
• Testing
• Risk management



Parting thoughts
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Learn 
from 
cyber!

 It’s about risk management

 People, Process, Technology

 Expectations will grow over time

 Guidance  Standards  Laws



Mark Francis

New York

212.513.3572

mark.francis@hklaw.com

Mark Francis is a tech & data partner at the law firm Holland & Knight LLP in New 
York, with a focus on cybersecurity, data privacy, intellectual property and emerging 
technology. Mark’s practice spans counseling, legal compliance, regulatory 
investigations, litigation, and a wide array of transactions.   

Mark’s cybersecurity and privacy practice includes information governance, third 
party risk management, federal, state and foreign privacy laws, adtech, artificial 
intelligence, and data assets.  He frequently counsels clients in response to data 
breaches and other incidents, guiding them through internal investigations, 
regulatory inquiries, and legal disputes. 

Mark has a background in computer science and telecommunications, and received 
his JD/MBA from Fordham University. He is a Certified Information Systems Security 
Professional (CISSP) and Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), as well as an IAPP 
CIPP/US, CIPT, and Fellow of Information Privacy. Mark is currently serving on the 
board of the New York Metro InfraGard association. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/markhfrancis/
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